In this paper, an efficient technique of differential quadrature method and perturbation method is employed to analyze reaction-diffusion problems. An efficient method is presented to solve thermal wave propagation model in one and two dimensions. The proposed method marches in the time direction block by block and there are several time levels in each block. The global method of differential quadrature is applied in each block to discretize both the spatial and temporal derivatives. Furthermore, the proposed method is validated by comparing the obtained results with the available analytical ones and also compared with the hybrid technique of differential quadrature method and Runge-Kutta fourth order method.
Introduction
Thermal wave is the reaction-diffusion equation which plays an ever-increasing role in the study of material parameters. It has been employed in optical investigations of solids, liquids, and gases with photo-acoustic and thermal lens spectroscopy. Thermal waves have also been used to analyze the thermal and thermodynamic properties of materials and for imaging thermal and material features within a solid sample [1] .
In the past several decades, there has been greeting activity in developing numerical and analytical methods for the thermal wave equation. Due to the nonlinearity and complexity of such problems, only limited cases can analytically be solved [2] [3] [4] [5] . Yan applied the projective Riccati equation method to solve Schrodinger equation in nonlinear optical fibers [2] . Then Mei, Zhang and Jiang employed the same method to get the exact solutions for some reaction-diffusion problems [3] . Abdusalam applied a factorization technique to find exact traveling wave solutions [4] . Chowdhury and Hashim obtain analytical solution for Cauchy reaction-diffusion problems using homotopy perturbation method [5] . Literature on the numerical solution of reaction-diffusion equations is sparse; singular perturbation method has been applied to solve reaction-diffusion equations by Puri et al. in [6] . David, Curtis and John introduced time integration methods to solve thermal wave propagation [7] . Marcus applied Finite difference method to study the dynamics of predator-prey interactions [8] , and Chen et al. employed the finite element method to solve advective reaction-diffusion equations [9] . Then Christos et al. applied also the same method to solve the problem with boundary layers [10] . Meral and Sezgin used this method and finite difference method with a relaxation parameter to solve nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation in one and two dimensions [11] . Recently differential quadrature method has been efficiently employed in a variety of engineering problems [12] . Wu and Liu have introduced the generalization of the differential quadrature method to solve linear and non linear differential equations [13] . Moreover, Meral applied differential quadrature method and implicit Euler method to solve density dependent nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation [14] . Kajal applied differential quadrature and Runge-Kutta method to solve thermal wave, a blow-up and a Brusselator chemical dynamics system [15] . Kajal achieved high accuracy, but, there are some difficulties in the previous method that numerical solution is obtained layer by layer in the time direction so it can be expected that the accuracy of nu-M. SALAH ET AL.
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543 merical solution is decreasing with time due to accumulation of numerical errors, also explicit scheme is used to update the solution using very small step size due to the limitation of stability condition. Also, Salah, Rania and Matbuly solved thermal wave equation in one and two dimensions using Implicit Euler and perturbation method. They compared the numerical solution with the results from Runge-Kutta method. They overcome the limitation of stability and one can use large step size [16] . Shu et al. early presented block-marching technique with DQ discretization to obtain the solution in the time direction block by block to overcome the above difficulty. Moreover, they used successive over-relaxation (SOR) iterative method to complete the solution achieving high accuracy and efficiency [17] . In this research block marching in time and DQ discretization in both the spatial and temporal derivatives are applied to obtain the solution in time direction block by block for thermal wave equation. In each block there are several time levels (layers). So the accumulation error is block by block instead of layer by layer. Perturbation method is used to complete the solution. The obtained results are compared with the previous analytical ones and also compared with the hybrid technique of differential quadrature method and Runge-Kutta fourth order method [15] .
Numerical Procedure of Thermal Wave
The main strategy is to apply perturbation method of second order [18, 19] then applying block-marching technique with DQ discretization to reduce the problem to a system of linear algebraic equations.
Propagation of thermal waves through a rectangular plate, is governed by [15] :
where: U is a temperature, α and β are diffusion parameters in direction of x and y, respectively.
γ is reaction parameter. a and b are plate dimensions in direction of x and y, respectively. max U is a maximum temperature of the system. Along the external boundaries, the temperatures can be described as:
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a b f i = are known functions. Then initial temperature may be described as:
where ( ) , g x y is a known function. Solution of Equations (1)- (3) can be obtained as follows: 1) In the K th block, the non uniform distribution is used Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto (CGL) in x, y and t directions respectively, such as [12] :
where N, M is the number of grid points in the x and y direction respectively, L is the number of time levels in the block and t δ is the length of the block in time direction.
2) We can solve ( )
subjected to the prescribed to boundary and initial conditions in Equations (2) and (3), assuming
where 0 1 2 , , U U U are unknowns functions and ε is a perturbation parameter.
The following condition is tested to ensure the convergence condition [20] in previous series in Equation (6) .
3) On sustainable substitution from Equation (6) into (5), one can reduce the problem to the following equation.
( )
4) Applying zero order perturbation method such that,
Subjected to boundary and initial conditions in Equations (2), (3), where block-marcing technique and differential quadrature method are used to reduce Equation (9) to a system of linear algebraic equations such that [12] ,
, , , ,
where A and B are the first and second order weighting coefficients respectively.
By substitution of Equation (10) into Equation (9) result that,
5) First order perturbation method is applied such that, M. SALAH ET AL.
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Subjected to the same boundary and initial conditions n Equations (2), (3), reduced to the following algebraic system ( )
, , , , , ,
6) Also second order perturbation method is applied such that,
Subjected to the same boundary and initial conditions in Equations (2), (3), reduced to the following algebraic system ( )
, , ,
Finally, the series solution can be written as
After obtaining the solution in the K th block, we march to (K + 1) th block where the solution at the last time level at K th block is considered an initial condition for (K + 1) th block. We carry on this process until the specified time is reached.
Results and Discussions
To ensure the accuracy of the proposed block marching technique, the thermal wave propagating model is solved using presented method and compared with the available analytical solution [15, 21] and also compared with the hybrid technique of differential quadrature method and Runge-Kutta fourth order method [15] .
Results for One Dimension Thermal Wave
Consider a one-dimensional problem of thermal wave propagation along x-direction as [16] 
The exact solution for such problem can be obtained as [21] :
To validate the accuracy of numerical results, the following errors [16] 
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where P is the number of time steps in the case of using Runge-Kutta method and is considered the number of blocks multiplied by number of time levels in case of block marching technique. For the numerical computation, the time domain is limited to 0 20 t ≤ ≤ and N = 7 while t δ and L are not fixed. The efficiency of block marching technique is tested by CPU time required when the computation reaches to t = 20 s. Also convergence condition in Equation (7) is tested achieving higher accuracy at second order perturbation method as shown in Figure 1 . Table 1 Table 2 , we increase t δ to 1.00 and time levels L to 10, the errors are approximately the same but CPU time is reduced slightly to 0.118479 s and we are used 20 blocks only.
From Table 3 , we increase δt to 2.00 and time levels L to 15, the accuracy of numerical results can be kept the same as the previous cases of δt = 0.5 and 1.00 but CPU time is increased to 0.129549 s as L is increased so the number of unknowns in each block for this case is much larger than previous cases shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Furthermore, it can be shown from Table 4 , when number of time levels fixed to 10 the accuracy kept the same as the previous cases but the efficiency is more improved as the CPU time reduced to 0.108360 s. As well as, Figure 2 shows that at x = 0.25 and 0.75 the absolute error δ and L on the absolute error where t δ is increasing the accuracy will increase and with proper choice of L will enhance also the efficiency. If δt is too large, the accuracy of numerical results can be greatly reduced if L is not large enough. In all previous cases the convergence condition in Equation (15) is satisfied.
To show the superiority of the block marching method, the RK4 method which is layer marching approach is also applied to solve the same problem. Two time step sizes of 0.001 and 0.005 are used for layer marching in the time direction. The numerical results of these two cases are listed respectively in Tables 5 and 6 . From these two tables, it can be seen that RK4 method can achieve high accuracy at very small step size ∆t = 0.001 with 7 10 . . . 2 10 , .S. .
10 R M S of errors R S of errors
− − < × < × and at ∆t = 0.005 with 7 9 . . . 2.7 10 , .S. .
Moreover, as shown in Figure 4 , as ∆t increased slightly to 0.00515 the stability condition will not achieved and the oscillation will occurs in the period 6 25 t ≤ ≤ . On the other hand the efficiency is very small as the CPU time required to reach t = 20 s is much larger. Figure 5 shows that the temperature distribution at different times and locations for numerical solution using block marching technique compared with exact solution and RK4 method.
Results for Two Dimensions Thermal Wave
Consider also a simple two dimensional problem with Figure 6 shows that absolute error for presented method < 0.005 while in hybrid method absolute error < 0.01, where also ensuring that accuracy of block-marching technique is better than hybrid method. , number of time levels doesn't effect on the accuracy of solution.
Conclusions
The block marching technique with DQ discretization is employed to solve thermal wave propagations in one and two dimensions. The numerical results are obtained block by block in the time direction. Each block has several time levels. The length of the block in time direction t δ and the number of time levels L can be adjusted to keep high accuracy and efficiency. The validity of the proposed technique is proved by comparing the obtained results with the previous analytical ones. The proposed technique needs a small number of grid points and a little com- 
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